
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Alegis Revenue Group LLC., a MedData Company, 
provides eligibility, third party recovery, and account 
resolution services to hospitals and large healthcare 
providers. Our patient-focused solutions reduce the 
burden on your staff and improve service levels, 
dramatically cutting revenue cycle time from referral to 
remittance. Ultimately this improves patient satisfaction 
and boosts your bottom line.
 
THE ALEGIS DIFFERENCE: 
THE PERSONAL TOUCH
SERVICE EXPERTISE
Any company is only as good as its people and our 
clients consistently tell us that our Client Service Teams 
are invaluable to their success. We strive to constantly 
maintain the highest levels of service and results to make 
sure all of our partnerships we build are long lasting ones. 
We have gone to great lengths to recruit the best services 
team in the industry.
 
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Alegis recognizes that every hospital has its unique AR 
challenges and there isn’t a “one size fits all” solution. 
That’s why we’ve designed our processes with the 
flexibility to meet your hospital’s specific needs and align 
with your operational goals. Our ability to rethink and 
redesign solutions – including pricing models, staffing, 
hours, locations and more – give us the agility to rapidly 
adapt to the ever-changing healthcare environment and 
position your organization for success.
 
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Our proprietary, state-of-the-art account management 
system was built from the ground up with our clients in 
mind. From quality assurance to reporting functionality, 
we are constantly innovating to ensure you have exactly 
what you need for third party eligibility, third party 
liability, and denial recovery.
 
SERVICES PROVIDED
THIRD PARTY ELIGIBILITY
Our experts are on-site at our partner hospitals to guide 
client’s patients through every phase of the application 
and appeals process and ensure the patient’s needs are 
always met.

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY
Our legal experts navigate the personal injury process 
for you – identifying all potential available insurance to 
deliver prompt settlements and ensure you get paid.
 
ACCOUNT RESOLUTION & APPEALS
Ranging from billing follow-up to the most complex 
appeals, our comprehensive solution is designed to 
maximize reimbursement and more efficiently allocate 
your in-house resources.
 
ADDITIONAL SERVICES INCLUDE:
   + Billing & Denial Recovery
   + Out of State Medicaid
   + Eligibility Scrub
   + Legal Referral
   + Special Projects
 
CONTACT US
Discover new revenue streams. Contact us today to learn 
how you can create a better experience for your patients 
and boost your bottom line.
 
Alegis Revenue Recovery consultations – including bad 
debt reviews, accounts receivables clean-up, zero balance 
reviews, and contract compliance reviews – evaluate 
your existing processes and provide strategies for 
your organization to improve productivity and increase 
revenue.

ABOUT
MedData is one of the nation’s leading providers of a 
range of patient-focused medical revenue cycle 
management services including billing, coding, 
collections, and patient satisfaction. For more than 35 
years, the Company has provided innovative billing 
solutions to the medical community by serving hundreds 
of millions of patients across numerous medical 
specialties. MedData currently serves 5,000 physicians 
at a growing network of 1,000 facilities nationwide. In 
2015 MedData acquired Alegis Revenue Group LLC., 
an industry-leader in revenue recovery. Alegis provides 
eligibility, third party recovery, and account resolution 
services to hospitals and large healthcare providers. 

To learn more visit meddata.com. 
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